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WORKING WORDS
There comes a time, in every creative entrepreneurs business, when words just
won't come. For some, appropriate words fail to appear when attempting to close
a sale - for others, it's when a client refuses to pay their overdue invoice.
 
No matter what phase of business you are in, chances are, you might have
experienced a time when you struggled to find the right words to communicate
with your client or customer.
 
It is with this in mind that we've complied our go-to email templates to help you
with your client communications. Use these when the situation calls for it and
always remember to inject a little you into them. 
 
Communication is key to any relationship and your client or customer
will start to learn more about you by how you handle every situation. 
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We recommend that you read
through all the email templates
and consider the following:

The purpose of these emails
templates is to help guide you to
convey messages to your clients
or customers at appropriate
times so that you aren't starting
from scratch. 
 
Once you've tweaked and edited
them to be your own, save them
as canned emails to use over and  
over again in your business.

TONE OF VOICE

WRITING STYLE

SENTENCE COMPOSITION

Do you usually write formally or
conversationally?  Be sure the
tone matches your own.

Do you usually communicate in
short, succinct ways or super
detailed and full of information?
Be sure to tweak the style to
match your own.

Do you usually use a lot of
punctuation to make a point or
include fun emojis at the end of
your sentences?  Make sure
your personality shines through
each sentence.
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TURN PROSPECTS INTO CLIENTS

SALES EMAILS 
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WHEN A POTENTIAL CLIENT SCHEDULES A 
DISCOVERY SESSION BUT DOESN’T SHOW

Hi [NAME],
 
We had a discovery call scheduled today at [TIME] and I didn’t hear from you. I
hope you’re not ill. If an emergency came up, I’ll be happy to reschedule.
 
It’s also not unusual for people to get a bit overwhelmed—and maybe even cold
feet—at the thought of a discovery call. If you’re feeling like maybe you’re not
quite ready, perhaps this will help.
 
[SHARE A SHORT CASE STUDY OR STORY ABOUT A PAST CLIENT WHO WAS
NERVOUS ABOUT COACHING BUT WHO ULTIMATELY ACHIEVED A BIG GOAL]
 
- OR -
 
[SHARE A PERSONAL STORY ABOUT HOW YOU OVERCAME NERVOUSNESS TO
ACHIEVE A BIG GOAL]
 
In reading through your application, I can see that you have a fantastic business
in the works—all that remains is to put the pieces together. I want to encourage
you to not stand in your own way. You have so much promise, and you don’t
have to keep struggling to put it all together.
 
I’m here to help. 
 
[YOUR SIGNATURE]

01SALES EMAILS 
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WHEN A CUSTOMER VISITS A SALES PAGE BUT DOESN’T
BUY (REQUIRES TRACKING AT CART LEVEL)

Hi [NAME],
 
I can’t help but notice you seem really interested in [PRODUCT]. I see you’ve
visited the sales page several times, so it seems there’s something there that’s
really speaking to you. 
 
I thought it might help if I shared some of the most common concerns my
clients have. 
 
[LIST 3-5 FAQs]
 
What other questions or concerns do you have? What’s holding you back from
investing in yourself and your business? 
 
Hit reply and let’s talk about it. 
 
[YOUR SIGNATURE]

02SALES EMAILS 
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WHEN YOUR SALES CALL DOESN’T GO AS PLANNED

Hi [NAME],
 
Thank you so much for taking the time to speak to me today. 
I wanted to reach out to clarify a couple of things that I don’t think I expressed
well on our call, and to also recap what we discussed and what our next steps
are. 
 
As you may recall, we talked about several things:
 
• [CALL TOPIC 1]
• [CALL TOPIC 2]
• [CALL TOPIC 3]
 
One of your concerns was [CLIENT CONCERN], and as I mentioned, I’d like to
[HOW YOU WOULD ADDRESS THE CONCERN]. I think that’s the best solution for
you, because [BIG BENEFIT OF YOUR PLAN]. 
 
I have time in my schedule to get started with you on [DATE] or [DATE]. Which
one works for you? Let me know, and I’ll have my assistant send over the
welcome packet right away. 
 
Thank you again for your time today, and I can’t wait to get started! Feel free to
reach out if you have questions. 
 
[YOUR SIGNATURE]

03SALES EMAILS 
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WHEN A POTENTIAL CLIENT SAYS “NO”

Hi [NAME],
 
Thank you so much for taking the time to speak with me today, and for sharing
your thoughts about [PROGRAM/PRODUCT]. 
 
While I understand [#1 CLIENT CONCERN] I wanted to be sure you know
[RESPONSE TO HER CONCERN]. I’m not sure I explained that very well when we
spoke, and I don’t want you to think this program will not work for you—it
absolutely will. 
 
If you have other questions, or would like to speak again to clarify anything,
please hit reply. I’m here for you. 
 
[YOUR SIGNATURE]

04SALES EMAILS 
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WHEN A POTENTIAL CLIENT SAYS 
‘IT’S NOT IN MY BUDGET’

Hi [NAME],
 
Thank you so much for speaking with me today. And thank you, too, for your
candidness. 
 
I can certainly appreciate your concerns with the investment, and you’re right to
not want to get in over your head. That’s just smart money management!
 
But I want you to remember, too, that [PROGRAM] is not an expense. That
implies that there’s no return on your investment. With a coaching program
such as this, you’re investing so that you can grow your business and earn
more. 
 
If you do the work (and I know you will, because I can see how driven you are)
then you have every opportunity to earn back your investment and more. 
 
Now of course I can’t guarantee that…but you certainly can. 
 
If I can help in any way, or if you want to talk about payment plans, feel free to
reach out. I think you have a fabulous gift to share, and I hate to see you
struggling to get your business off the ground.
 
[YOUR SIGNATURE]

05SALES EMAILS 
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WHEN THEY HIRE ANOTHER COACH INSTEAD OF YOU

Hi [NAME],
 
Thanks so much for letting me know that you’re working with [NAME]. She’s a
fantastic coach, and I know that you’ll do great things together.
 
I know that one of the goals you have is to [GOAL]. I’m not sure if you’re aware,
but my [PROGRAM] is designed with that goal in mind. You may find it’s a good
companion piece to the coaching you’re doing with [NAME].
 
And if, for whatever reason, you’re ever in need of a coach again, please reach
out. I’d love to have the opportunity to work with you one on one.
 
Best of luck in your endeavors!
 
[YOUR SIGNATURE]

06SALES EMAILS 
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WHEN A CLIENT ISN’T FOLLOWING THROUGH (AND
WILL LIKELY CANCEL DUE TO LACK OF PROGRESS)

Hi [NAME],
 
I was going over my notes from our past few calls, and I see that there are a few
goals we don’t seem to be making progress on. For example, you wanted to
[LIST 2 OR 3 GOALS] by [DATE], and it seems you’ve stalled on these.
 
One of the reasons you wanted to [GOAL] was [HER STATED REASON]. Has that
changed? I’m just wondering why this has become less important to you
recently.
 
Here’s something that might help.
 
[SHARE A SHORT CASE STUDY OR STORY ABOUT A PAST CLIENT WHO ACHIEVED
A SIMILAR GOAL—INCLUDE HER CURRENT STATUS]
 
You have such a wonderful gift to share with your audience; I hate to see you
struggle to get it out there.
 
How can I better help you move forward with your goals? Let’s discuss during
our next call.
 
[YOUR SIGNATURE]

07SALES EMAILS 
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WHEN A CUSTOMER ASKS FOR A REFUND

Hi [NAME],
 
I’m so sad that you weren’t happy with [PRODUCT/SERVICE]. It’s important to me
that my clients receive incredible value from my products, so I’ll definitely be
looking into that to see how I can improve it.
 
I will of course be happy to refund your purchase price, but I wonder if I might
have another product that would be a better fit for you? Would you like to take
a look at my catalog [LINK] and see if there’s something that appeals to you?
 
I’ll be happy to exchange [PRODUCT] for another of the same value, or offer a
credit towards something else if you like.
 
Let me know!
 
[YOUR SIGNATURE]

08SALES EMAILS 
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WHEN YOU WANT TO RECONNECT WITH A PAST CLIENT

Hi [NAME],
 
I was looking through some past client files, and I happened to come across
yours and thought I would reach out. How are you doing with [GOAL WHEN
LAST YOU SPOKE]? I recall that you really wanted to complete that, since
[COMPELLING REASON FOR REACHING GOAL]. I hope you were able to achieve
that!
 
I also wanted to let you know that I’ve just released a new
[PROGRAM/PRODUCT] that I think is a perfect fit for you.
 
[DESCRIBE THE PROGRAM IN 3-5 SENTENCES]
 
If you’re interested in learning more, please reach out. I’d love to hear from you!
 
[YOUR SIGNATURE]

09SALES EMAILS 
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WHEN YOU WANT TO RE-ENGAGE A CANCELED MEMBER

Hi [NAME],
 
I was doing some rearranging on the members’ site and I happened to notice
that it’s been XX [MONTHS/WEEKS] since you last visited. How have you been? I
hope everything is going well with your [BUSINESS/LIFE/GOAL].
 
I also wanted to let you know that there have been several changes to
[PROGRAM/PRODUCT] that I think you’d really enjoy.
 
[DESCRIBE THE CHANGES IN 3-5 SENTENCES]
 
Care to take a peek inside? I created a coupon code for you that will give you [7
DAYS FREE/THE SAME PRICE YOU WERE PAYING BEFORE/50% OFF/ETC]. Just use
promo code [CODE] in the cart here. [LINK]
 
Hope to see you back on the inside soon!
 
[YOUR SIGNATURE]

10SALES EMAILS 
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CLIENT REACTIVATION LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: I’d love to work with you again
 
Hi [Client First Name],
 
I hope this note finds you very well. I thoroughly enjoyed working with you and
would love to hear about your successes and achievements in __________ [area
that you coached the client in and/or client’s goals]. 
 
I’m presently launching/offering a new package/promotion and thought you
might be interested in it. [List the details of your new program or package here
including the BENEFITS of the program. How/why is it different and what does it
have to offer?]
 
Here’s what clients have had to say about this new program/package.
 
Testimonial: [Insert Testimonials]
 
And if you know of anyone who might be interested in the new
package/promotion, I’d be grateful if you’d pass this information along. You can
also visit LINK to learn more. As you might remember, we offer __________ [list
any referral discount or new customer discount]. 
 
 
Looking forward to hearing from you!
 
Warmly,
[Your name]

11SALES EMAILS 
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POST CONSULTATION CALL FOLLOW UP LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: Discovery Session Follow-Up
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
Thank you so much for our recent discovery call session. I truly enjoyed learning
more about you and your business, as well as your plans for the future.
 
As you mentioned, your biggest frustration comes from [the reason your
potential client isn’t succeeding], and I feel together we can easily tackle this and
any other issues you’re having.
 
I have extensive experience with other clients just like you who have faced
similar blocks, and I’ve successfully helped many people grow their business.
You can read about some of my clients’ successes here: [URL for testimonials
page]
 
My [name of coaching program] is the most popular choice for new clients, and
where I recommend we start. To sign up, go here to register: [URL]
 
Thank you again for spending your time with me during our discovery call. I look
forward to working with you to help grow your business.
 
Warmly,
[your name]

12SALES EMAILS 
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POST EVENT POTENTIAL CLIENT FOLLOW UP
LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: It was a pleasure meeting you, [name]
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
We met recently at [name of event]. You made such an impression on me with
[something specific you remember about the meeting], that I wanted to reach
out and thank you for your time.
 
During our conversation, you mentioned that you’re looking for help with
[specific goal you can help with]. As you’re probably aware, I’m a [type of] coach
specializing in [your specialty], and I work with many business owners just like
you who need help with [specific goal you can help with].
 
I’d like to invite you to schedule a discovery call with me at your earliest
convenience. You can book time on my calendar here: [URL]
 
Together we’ll take a look at your current business, how I can help, and whether
or not we feel we’d be a good fit to work together.
 
Thank you for your time, and I look forward to meeting with you again!
 
Warmly,
[your name]

13SALES EMAILS 
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LET'S GET YOU PAID

PAYMENT
EMAILS 
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PAST DUE/LATE PAYMENT NOTIFICATION

Subject: I’m sure this is an oversight
 
Dear ______________ [First name],
 
I noticed today that your expected payment has not been made. I’m sure it’s a
simple mistake, so I wanted to reach out to let you know your account is a bit
past due. 
 
I show that a payment of ________ [amount] was due on ___________ [date]. Do
your records indicate the same? 
 
If you feel you’ve received this letter in error, please contact me at [contact info]
so we can resolve it quickly and get back to work!
 
Thank you so much for your prompt attention to this matter. I look forward to
hearing from you!
 
Warmly,
[Your name]

01PAYMENT EMAILS
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FAILED PAYMENT LETTER/EMAIL – PAYMENT FAILED
(CREDIT CARD)

Subject: Oops! We have a small problem
 
Dear _______ [First name]
 
I appreciate your business and enjoy working with you and I want to help you
avoid any interruptions in your coaching. Unfortunately, when I tried to process
your credit card payment on _____ [date the card/payment was processed] I was
unable to complete the charge.
 
My credit card processor does not indicate what may have caused the failure,
and most often it’s as simple as an expired card. However, I do want to make
sure there’s no delay or disruption of your coaching, development and
continued success. Could you please contact your credit card company to ask
why they declined the charge?
 
To update your credit card information, please give me a call or update your
information in ______ [payment processing system, for example PayPal]. Once
the credit card information has been updated and the issue has been resolved,
I’ll promptly process the payment so that we can continue our work.
 
Feel free to reach out to me if I can be of any assistance.
 
I look forward to hearing from you.
 
Warmly,
[Your name]

02PAYMENT EMAILS
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FAILED PAYMENT LETTER/EMAIL – EXPIRED 
CREDIT CARD

Subject: Oops! We have a small problem
 
 
Dear _______ [First name]
 
I appreciate your business and enjoy working with you and I want to help you
avoid any interruptions in your coaching. Unfortunately, when I tried to process
your credit card payment on _____ [date the card/payment was processed] I
noticed your card has expired.
 
To update your card info, please visit LINK or give me a call and I can update it
for you over the phone.
 
[If you use PayPal as your card processor, replace the sentence above with the
following: To update your card info, please log into your PayPal account, click on
“profile” and then “my money.” Click on “update card” to add a new card and set
it as your default.]
 
Thank you so much for your prompt attention to this matter. I’m looking
forward to our continued work together
 
Warmly,
[Your name]

03PAYMENT EMAILS
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FAILED PAYMENT FOLLOW UP

Subject: Is everything ok?
 
Dear _____________ [client first name],
 
A few days ago I sent an email letting you know about an issue with your most
recent payment. I haven’t heard back from you, so thought I should follow up. I
hope all is okay with you.
 
As I mentioned, I wasn’t able to process your latest payment. Most likely it’s
simply a bank error, but I do want to resolve it quickly so we don’t miss too
much time with your coaching program. You’re making such great progress that
I hate to see a delay.
 
Please give me a call at your earliest convenience so we can get back on track.
 
Looking forward to hearing from you!
 
Warmly,
[Your name]

04PAYMENT EMAILS
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FAILED PAYMENT LETTER/EMAIL –
INSUFFICIENT FUNDS (PAYPAL)

Subject: Oops! We have a small problem
 
Dear _______ [First name]
 
I appreciate your business and enjoy working with you and I want to help you
avoid any interruptions in your coaching. Unfortunately, your monthly recurring
payment scheduled for _____ [date the payment was to be processed] did not
complete. PayPal sometimes has a small hiccup and will report insufficient
funds even when there is money in the account, so you may want to call them
to ask what happened in this case.
 
If necessary, I’ll be happy to process the charge by credit card, or set up a
payment link for you to use with a different PayPal account. Please give me a
call if you’d like to do that, or if you cannot resolve the current PayPal issue.
 
Feel free to call me any time. I’ll be happy to help resolve this in any way I can,
and I look forward to continuing our work together.
 
Warmly,
[Your name]

05PAYMENT EMAILS
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PAYMENT PLAN ARRANGEMENT LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: Payment Plan Options
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
Thank you so much for reaching out to me. I completely understand the
concerns you have regarding your remaining balance, and I’m happy to work
with you to find a solution.
 
Here’s what we can do:
 
Option 1: 3-Month Payoff. I will set up a monthly recurring payment for you in
the amount of [dollar amount]. This will automatically be charged to your
account each 30 days for 3 total payments. At that time, your account will be
paid in full, and you will owe nothing further.
 
Option 2: 6-Month Payoff. I will set up a monthly recurring payment for you in
the amount of [dollar amount]. This will automatically be charged to your
account each 30 days for 6 total payments. At that time, your account will be
paid in full, and you will owe nothing further.
 
Please let me know which of these options will work best for you, and I’ll set up
the plan for you in the cart and send you the link to sign up.
 
Feel free to contact me with any questions, and again, thank you for reaching
out to me with your concerns. I look forward to hearing from you.
 
Warmly,
[your name]

06PAYMENT EMAILS
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PAYMENT PLAN CONTRACT COLLECTION
LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: Oops, was this in error?
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
I received a notification today that your ongoing subscription plan for [name of
program] has been canceled.
 
This can sometimes happen as a result of a bank or PayPal error. If that is the
case, please contact me at [phone or email] and I’ll set up a payment plan for
the remaining contract amount.
 
If you canceled intentionally, may I know why? As you know, your contract
requires [number] payments over [number] months. Please contact me so that
we may resolve any issues or concerns and reinstate your billing plan.
 
Thank you so much for your attention to this matter. I look forward to hearing
from you.
 
Warmly,
[your name]

07PAYMENT EMAILS
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UPCOMING MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: Reminder about your upcoming renewal
 
Hi [client first name],
 
Thank you so much for allowing me to help you in [your area of
coaching/expertise]. I am truly enjoying our time together, and I feel you’re
making great progress. Congratulations on that!
 
I wanted to take a minute to remind you that your [annual/monthly] payment is
coming up on [date]. This is simply a courtesy reminder. No money is due at this
time. You will be automatically charged on [date].
 
Please feel free to email or call me should you have any questions or concerns.
And in the meantime, I’m looking forward to our next session!
 
Warmly,
[your name]

08PAYMENT EMAILS
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REMINDER OF UPCOMING ANNUAL RENEWAL

Subject: [Important] Your [insert name of your program] Renewal is coming up. 
 
Dear _______ [First name]
 
I’ve got some [insert your favorite happy word] news for you about your [insert
name of your program] yearly membership, which will be renewing for you
[insert exact date]. 
 
But I also wanted to send you a quick reminder that the renewal is coming so
you can adjust your payment options if you need to, to ensure that you don't
lose access even for a minute. So with that in mind, I have a couple of important
housekeeping items:
 
1) If you're panicking, wondering what you need to do to make sure your
membership isn't cancelled, you don't need to do a thing. You're set. :) 
 
Obviously you're going to want to hang onto your membership because it's
extremely valuable AND you're currently locked into the lowest price. As long as
you keep your membership active, you will never have to pay more! :) Loyalty
has perks. 
 
I originally launched the [insert name of your program] at an extremely low
price, but the annual price WILL BE going up to $[price] per year soon. But you
won't ever have to pay more than you are now if you keep your membership
active. 

09PAYMENT EMAILS
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REMINDER OF UPCOMING ANNUAL RENEWAL
(CONTINUED)

2) If you need to update your preferred billing info before your renewal date,
we can help you with that. 
 
If you paid with credit card and it has expired or the number has changed, or
you want to switch from Paypal to credit card or vice versa... Whatever you
need, we can help. Just [insert instructions here]. 
 
3) If you'd like to cancel your membership, no problem - you're in control.  
[remind quickly about value and why they want to stay]
 
Of course, if you still wish to cancel for whatever reason, I understand and I
will welcome you back at any time. Here’s how to cancel: 
 
If you paid with PayPal, [insert instructions]
 
If you paid with credit card and wish to cancel, [insert your instructions here]
 
Now that we’ve got that out of the way, here’s the fun part. 
 
What You Have to Look Forward to Getting This Year as an [insert name of
your program] member:
 
[list items here, reiterating the value of each to their business]
 
I look forward to working with you another year. 
 
Warmly,
[Your name]

09PAYMENT EMAILS
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WHEN A CLIENT IS UNRESPONSIVE ON ANY 
PAYMENT RELATED INQUIRIES

Subject: Checking In 
 
Dear _______ [First name],
 
[Insert a personal reference on time of year/day].
 
I'm reaching out because I haven't heard from you since [insert date of last
correspondence or reply from client] and am concerned that possibly you
don't want to continue our partnership on [reference the
package/project/program you are currently working on].
 
I sent out your [reference number] invoice, with periodic past due notices, and
even [insert any additional attempts here] to simply determine what the status
is of our project was and all have gone unanswered.
 
I do hope you are ok and that this is simply a miscommunication of sorts.
Whatever your intentions, I will understand - I simply need to know how to
proceed. 
 
I sincerely hope to hear from you soon so that I can determine our next steps.
 
Many thanks,
[Your name]

10PAYMENT EMAILS
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WHEN THINGS GO SIDEWAYS

TOUGH TOPIC
EMAILS 
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CANCELLATION RECOVERY LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: I was sad to see this today
 
Dear _______ [First name],
 
My records indicate that you recently cancelled your coaching
membership/sessions. I’m sorry to see you go.
 
For the benefit of my current and future coaching clients, may I ask why you
left and what suggestions do you have in order to improve my services? Are
there key features lacking, or is the availability of support inadequate? Any
feedback you have to offer is appreciated.
 
And if the cancellation is in error please contact me as soon as possible or
contact _____ [payment agency, for example PayPal] to determine why they
cancelled your account.  Often, it’s something as simple as a bank error. 
 
If the cancellation is an error, I’ll be happy to help you resolve it so that we can
quickly get back on track with your coaching, development, and continued
success.
 
If you are truly cancelling, I hope that I’ll have another opportunity to serve
you in the future. I wish you continued success in all your endeavors!
 
Warmly,
[Your name]

01TOUGH TOPIC EMAILS
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CLIENT BOUNDARIES LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: A gentle reminder to you
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
I’m so thrilled that you’re excited about growing your business! I can feel your
enthusiasm each time we talk, and it truly makes me happy to have you as a
client.
 
However, I do need to remind you of the terms of our agreement. As is
covered in our contract, I am available to you as follows:
 
[Enter your terms here, for example…
 
By phone for two 30-minute conversations per month
By email once per day, five days per week, excluding holidays
By text during emergencies only
By Skype only when previously scheduled]
 
 
I hope you know that I strive to do my best for each and every one of my
clients. Unfortunately, if I allow one client to interrupt the work I am doing with
another, everyone suffers, and that is not fair to any of us.
 
Thank you in advance for your understanding and adherence to our
agreement. I’m looking forward to continuing our work together!
 
Warmly,
[your name]

02TOUGH TOPIC EMAILS
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CLIENT MISSED APPOINTMENT LETTER

Subject: Oops, calendar chaos strikes again!
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
I’m not sure what happened, but I had you scheduled for a call today at [time].
I hope you’re ok and that this is nothing more than a time-zone calculation
error. 
 
As a reminder, I am in the [time zone] time zone. Please keep that in mind
when you schedule your appointments with me. 
 
You can schedule another appointment with me here: [link]
 
Thanks, and I look forward to meeting with you!
 
Warmly,
[your name]

03TOUGH TOPIC EMAILS
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NEW CLIENT REFUSAL LETTER/EMAIL
(REFER TO ANOTHER COACH)

Subject: Thank you for your interest in working with me
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
Thank you so much for reaching out to me regarding my coaching services. It
means a lot to me that you would entrust your business growth to me.
 
In looking over your business, however, I feel I may not be the best choice for
you.
 
[Enter potential reasons, such as:
 
My expertise is in [your niche], not [client’s niche]
I only have [number] hours available each month, and I feel you may need
more help than that
Your business is [more/less] advanced than I am comfortable with]
 
I am happy to offer the names of some other coaches who will be a better fit
for you:
 
[Enter names/emails of coaches you recommend.]
 
Thank you again for contacting me. I wish you the best of luck in your
business!
 
Warmly,
[Your name]
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NEW CLIENT REFUSAL LETTER/EMAIL
(REFER TO YOUR OTHER PROGRAMS)

Subject: Thank you for your interest in working with me
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
Thank you so much for reaching out to me regarding my coaching services. It
means a lot to me that you would entrust your business growth to me.
 
In looking over your business, however, I feel one-on-one coaching may not be
the best choice for you at this point.
 
Instead, I’d highly recommend you work through [appropriate self-study or
group coaching program] first. This will give you a solid foundation that will
prepare you for working with a private coach, whether that’s me or someone
else.
 
Thank you again for contacting me, and please let me know if you have
questions about these or any of my other programs.
 
Warmly,
[Your name]
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CLIENTS WHO WASTE YOUR TIME 
TERMINATION LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: I’m sorry we’re not a good fit
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
Thank you so much for entrusting me with your business growth. I truly
appreciate your faith in me.
 
Unfortunately, in the past [number] months, it’s become clear that my
coaching is not working for you. Perhaps life is simply getting in the way, or
perhaps you’d be better suited to a different coach, but I feel it’s in both our
best interest to discontinue our coaching relationship.
 
Effective immediately, I will be canceling our current call schedule and
refunding your unused balance of [dollar amount].
 
I wish you the best of luck in your future endeavors.
 
Warmly,
[your name]
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RATE INCREASE LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: Upcoming changes to your coaching program
 
Dear [NAME],
 
It has been my great pleasure to serve you over the past __________
[months/years]. I’ve especially enjoyed watching [specific changes in your
client’s life/business]. I love how your [business/life] has evolved. I’m so excited
for you!
 
As I’m sure you know, in the past ___________ [weeks/months] I’ve been working
hard to improve my own business as well. I’ve [list specific courses or
certifications or other training you’ve participated in] and learned so much
about [your niche].
 
With this in mind, I find it’s time to update my pricing structure. Effective [date]
my new rate for [specific program] will be _____________________.
 
Thank you so much for trusting me with your [business/life coaching]. I look
forward to many more productive months ahead.
 
Warmly,
[Your name]
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REFUND REFUSAL LETTER/EMAIL
(CREDIT CARD CANCELLATION)

Subject: Your recent cancellation
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
I received notification about your credit card cancellation today, so I wanted to
reach out to you so we can resolve any issues you may be having.
 
I do want to remind you, that the terms of your contract clearly state the
number and amount of your payments. According to my records, you have
[number] remaining payments in the amount of [amount].
 
I am looking forward to continuing our working relationship and to keep
making progress. Please contact me [via method here] to get your credit card
payment reactivated for the remainder of your contract. (If finances are an
issue, we may be able to arrange a payment plan, so the sooner you contact
me, the better.)
 
Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. Again, please
contact me at [phone] and I will be happy to help.
 
Warmly,
[your name]
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REFUND REFUSAL LETTER/EMAIL
(CREDIT CARD CHARGEBACK)

Subject: Your recent chargeback
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
I received notification about your chargeback today, so I wanted to reach out
to you so we can resolve any issues you may be having.
 
If you have issued a chargeback by mistake, please contact your credit card
company to remove the dispute.
 
Otherwise, please contact me as soon as possible so that we may discuss
possible resolutions to [any trouble you’re having with my services or
products, any confusion between us, or any difficulties you might be having
paying your fees].
 
If you are having financial hardship, we may be able to arrange a payment
plan to complete the terms of your agreement.
 
I do want to remind you, however, that the terms of your contract do clearly
state the number and amount of your payments. According to my records, you
have [number] remaining payments in the amount of [amount].
 
Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. Should you
have questions or concerns, please contact me at [phone] and I will be happy
to help.
 
Warmly,
[your name]
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REFUND REFUSAL LETTER/EMAIL
(PAYPAL)

Subject: Your recent dispute
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
I received notification about your PayPal dispute today, so I wanted to reach
out to you so we can resolve any issues you may be having.
 
You may not be aware, but initiating a dispute can have a negative impact on
my ability to accept PayPal in the future. As you can imagine, I take these
issues very seriously.
 
If you have issued a dispute by mistake, please contact PayPal to remove the
dispute.
 
Otherwise, please contact me as soon as possible so that we may discuss
possible resolutions to any trouble you’re having with my services or products.
 
I do want to remind you, however, that the terms of your contract do clearly
state the number and amount of your payments. According to my records, you
have [number] remaining payments in the amount of [amount].
 
Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. Should you
have questions or concerns, please contact me at [phone] and I will be happy
to help.
 
Warmly,
[your name]
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TERMINATION LETTER/EMAIL

Dear __________ [First name]
 
It is with regret that I must inform you that I will no longer be able to provide
you with coaching services.
 
I have enjoyed working with you over the course of the past _____ [Time
duration, for example, five months]. However, ________________
 
[Reason for terminating the client relationship. Possibilities include:

·        I feel that your needs are beyond what my coaching service provides.
·        I feel you’re not fully engaged in the process and aren’t receiving the
intended benefit.
·        I feel intuitively that I am not the best person to be your coach
·        I feel that you’ve received maximum benefit and our process has come
to a conclusion.]

 
I truly believe that your business will continue to benefit greatly through
working with a coach, and I feel the following coaches may better fit your
needs:
 
[List coaching referrals]
 
Per our coaching/client agreement termination clause ___________________.
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TERMINATION LETTER/EMAIL
(CONTINUED)

[insert termination clause here or your payment agreement. For example, you
might:
 

•                     Give a full refund
•                     Charge only for services rendered until date of termination
•                     Offer client the opportunity to come back at a later point
•                     Offer a referral to another coach and transfer funds.]

 
Best wishes for the continued success!
 
Warmly,
[Your name]
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REFERRAL BONUS LETTER FOR EXISTING CLIENTS

Subject: An Opening in My Schedule = A Bonus for You!
 
Hey [client’s first name],
 
I have a rare opening in my schedule and I wanted to reach out to you right
away with a very special bonus offer.
 
For a limited time, when you refer a new client to me, I will gift you with a
BONUS hour of coaching with me. Here’s how it works:
 

- You refer one (or more!) new clients to me—the client must purchase a
private coaching plan with me to be eligible
 
- Once the client has worked with me for a minimum of 60 days, I will
reward you with a free 1-hour coaching session (you do not need to have a
current coaching plan with me to claim your bonus)

 
All you have to do is send your friends and colleagues to my discovery session
sign up page, and ask them to put your name in the “referred by” field. I’ll do
the rest!
 
Here’s the link to send them: [URL]
 
Thanks so much for trusting me with your business growth. I look forward to
our continued work together—and to meeting your friends as well!
 
Warmly,
[your name]
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CLIENT TESTIMONIAL REQUESTS LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: Care to share your thoughts?
 
Hi [client’s first name],
 
It’s been such a pleasure working with you over the past [number] months! I’ve
truly enjoyed watching your business thrive as your skills and confidence
grow. I can’t wait to see where you take this!
 
As you know, it can be difficult to choose a new coach. How can you know who
to trust? Or who might be a good fit for your business?
 
Those are very likely the questions you asked as you were thinking about
hiring me, and I wonder if you could help answer them for others.
 
Would you please take a few minutes to write a testimonial for my services?
Ideally, a testimonial should include:
 
·        What you were struggling with before you hired me
·        What specific results you’ve experienced as a result of our relationship
·        What’s next on your agenda as we work together
·        Your name and headshot
 
You can see some of my other testimonials here: [URL]
 
Thank you in advance for your help, and I look forward to our continued work!
 
Warmly,
[your name]
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JOINT VENTURE/COLLABORATION PROGRAM
INVITATION LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: Mutually Beneficial Partnership
 
Hi [potential partner’s first name],
 
I’ve been on your mailing list for a few months now, and I’m really enjoying
your down-to-earth tips and advice. I think you’re doing a great job of helping
your market to build stronger businesses. Well done!
 
I see that you sometimes promote the programs of other coaches and
consultants, and I wonder if you would be interested in sharing my [name of
specific program] with your readers?
 
This program has done quite well in the past [number] [years/months], as you
can see:
 
[Fill in the available details here:
 
Number of students enrolled:
Percentage of successful graduates:
Sales page conversion rate:
Refund rate:
 
You can see some student testimonials here: [url]
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JOINT VENTURE/COLLABORATION PROGRAM
INVITATION LETTER/EMAIL

(CONTINUED)

My referral partner program pays [commission percentage], and payouts are
made every [week/month]. I’d love to count you among my successful
affiliates.
 
Go here to register and I’ll send you all the promotional materials right away:
[URL]
 
And if you have questions, I’d love to jump on a short call to discuss. Feel free
to call me at [your phone number].
 
Thank you so much for your time, and I look forward to hearing from you!
 
Warmly,
[your name]
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REFERRAL REQUEST LETTER/EMAIL

Subject: Any friend of yours is a friend of mine
 
Hi [Client First name],
 
It’s been a delight to work with you and I’m so glad to hear that you are/were
pleased with your coaching results.  I’m offering a new service/promotion
that’s designed to
______________________________________________________________________________
[enter a description and/or major benefit of your service offering].
 
How many people do you know who could benefit from my coaching program
and/or my new service?
 
I’d be so grateful if you’d share this opportunity with your friends and
colleagues. I also offer a ______ [name of discount, coupon, special referral
credit] on _________________ [name of service, product, etc.]  for each referral
you send. Just make sure your referral mentions your name and lets me know
you directed them to me, and I’ll make sure you receive the discount.
 
Thank you again for your business, and referring us to others. It’s such a
pleasure to work with motivated clients such as yourself. I have truly enjoyed
watching your progress and I appreciate you so much!
 
Please let me know if you need any other information from me.
 
Warmly,
[Your name]
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WELCOME LETTER/EMAIL

Subject:  Welcome!
 
Dear [Client First name],
 
Welcome to [INSERT COMPANY NAME HERE]. I am pleased to and excited to
see that you have decided to take advantage of my services. Enclosed you will
find the Welcome Package that was mentioned when you signed up on our
site. It includes:
 

• This Welcome letter
• A Business Goals worksheet – Complete the Goals column before our first
session. Mail a copy to me along with your Coaching Agreement.
• Your Payment Arrangement Form
• Receipt for first month of coaching
• (2) Copies of your Coaching Agreement – Please sign both. Keep one for
your records and return the other to me before our first session.
• A copy of my Coaching Success Guidelines 

 
Please fill out the Business Goals worksheet before our first session so we can
get started promptly. 
 
If you have any questions in advance of the first session, do not hesitate to call
or email me. I look forward to meeting with you on [INSERT DATE/TIME OF
FIRST SESSION].
 
Warmly,
[Your name]
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WHEN A CLIENT WANTS TO END 
THEIR CONTRACT EARLY

Subject:  A little reminder...
 
 Hello [Client First name],
 
I am so sorry to hear that [insert a reference to the reason they requested
canceling or ending their contractual obligation early].
 
However, there is a 30-day cancellation policy in our contract. This is to help
protect our time and allow an opportunity to fill retainership space that has
been set aside for our work.   
 
So, unfortunately, since we are [reference the time of month], I wouldn't be
able to cancel our contract until [insert the last day of the following month]. 
If it would be helpful, you could [suggest an offer that you feel is fair –
otherwise, do not include this sentence]
 
I attached a copy of our contract, in case you didn't keep a copy.[Be sure to
attach the copy of the contract]
 
Warmly,
 
Warmly,
[Your name]
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